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ABSTRACT

This paper presents automatic methods for the segmenta�
tion and classi�cation of dialog acts �DA�� In Verbmobil
it is often su�cient to recognize the sequence of DAs oc�
curring during a dialog between the two partners� Since a
turn can consist of one or more successive DAs we conduct
the classi�cation of DAs in a two step procedure� First each
turn has to be segmented into units which correspond to a
DA and second the DA categories have to be identi�ed� For
the segmentation we use polygrams and multi	layer percep�
trons
 using prosodic features� The classi�cation of DAs is
done with semantic classi�cation trees and polygrams�

�� INTRODUCTION

In the Verbmobil	Project an automatic translation system
with the application of appointment scheduling dialogs is
developed ���� The scenario is the following� the dialog
partners are assumed to have at least a passive knowledge of
English� They usually will speak English until they do not
know how to express themselves� Then they can switch to
their mother tongue� In this case they have to press a but�
ton and Verbmobil translates the utterance� This means
a translation is given on demand and only for parts of the
dialog� Nevertheless the system must follow the entire dialog
in order to catch the dialog context so that e�g� the resolu�
tion of anaphora or the generation of predictions is possible
��� Thus
 also when both dialog partners speak in English
the system has to keep track of the dialog history
 which
means at least to recognize all dialog acts� In our approach
this is done within two steps� First
 a turn is segmented into
DA units �DAU�
 and
 second
 these segments are classi�ed
into DA categories �DAC�� For the segmentation of DAUs
the same methods can be applied as for the segmentation of
turns into sentences
 cf� ��� Note however
 that a DAU can
comprise more than one sentence� In rare cases there can
even be a topic shift within one sentence so that it can be

�This work was funded by the German Federal Ministry of
Education� Science� Research and Technology �BMBF� in the fra�
mework of the Verbmobil Project under Grant �� IV ��� H��	
The responsibility for the contents lies with the authors	 We wish
to thank A	 Batliner for helpful comments	

further segmented into di�erent DAUs�

Few related work has been done� In ��� the segmentation
of spontaneous speech utterances into sentences by classi��
cation trees has been investigated� mainly textual
 only few
prosodic features were used� Empirical studies showed that is
important for the discourse structure ��� and for the correct
interpretation of cue phrases
 which have discourse governing
function ���

�� DIALOG ACTS IN Verbmobil

In Verbmobil the dialog as a whole is seen as a sequence of
DAs
 which means that DAs are the basic units on the dialog
level� The DACs are de�ned according to their illocutionary
force
 e�g�
 ACCEPT� SUGGEST� REQUEST
 and can be
subcategorized as for their functional role or their proposi�
tional content
 e�g�
 DATE or LOCATION depending on the
application� We de�ned �� DACs on the illocutionary level
and �� subcategories ���

In Figure � the examples each show one turn hand	
segmented into DAUs and hand	labeled with the appropriate
DAC� Each DAU corresponds to one �cf� example �� or more
�cf� example �� DA�s�� Since in spontaneous speech many
incomplete and incorrect syntactic structures occur
 e�g�
 a
lot of elliptical sentences or restarts
 it is not easy to give a
quantitative and qualitative de�nition of the term DA� We
de�ned criteria for the manual segmentation of turns based
on their textual representation and for the manual labeling
of these segments with DACs ��� Examples are�

� All �material� that belongs to the verb frame of a �nite
verb belongs to the same DA� That way it is guaranteed
that both the obligatory and the optional elements of a
verb are included in the same DA
 cf� example ��

� Conventionalized expressions that do not necessarily
contain a verb are seen as one unit even if they do not
contain a verb� Typical phrases are� hello� good mor�

ning� thanks�

Prosodic information is not taken into account in order to
be able to label dialogs without having to listen to them and



Ex� �

uh Matt this is Brian here again INTRODUCE NAME

I have to meet you sometime uh uhm this month to

uh discuss the documentation for the code you have

written

SUGGEST SUPPORT DATE� MOTI�

VATE APPOINTMENT

Ex� �

well I have a meeting all day on the thirteenth SUGGEST EXCLUDE DATE

and on the fourteenth I am leaving for my bob sled�

ding vacation until the nineteenth

SUGGEST EXCLUDE DATE

uh how �bout the morning of the twenty second or

the twenty third

SUGGEST SUPPORT DATE

Figure �� Two turns segmented into DAUs and labeled with the respective DACs�

thus to reduce the labeling e�ort� Nevertheless
 we will prove
in Section ���� that for the automatic detection of DAUs
prosodic markers are very important cues
 cf� also ��� These
manually created labels are used as reference for the training
and evaluation of our stochastic models
 as described in the
remainder of this paper�

�� METHODS USED

���� Multi�layer Perceptrons 	MLP


Multi	layer perceptrons were trained to recognize the DA	
boundaries in a similar way as the prosodic phrase bounda�
ries described in ��� For each word	�nal syllable a vector
of prosodic features ci is computed automatically from the
speech signal modelling prosodic properties over a context of
six syllables taking into account duration
 pause
 F�	contour
and energy� This is based on a time alignment of the pho�
neme sequence corresponding to the spoken words� The MLP
has one output node for the DA boundaries �D� and one for
the other word boundaries ��D�� During training the desired
output for each of the feature vectors is set to one for the
node corresponding to the reference label� the other one is
set to zero� With this in theory the MLP estimates posterior
probabilities� However
 in order to balance for the a priori
probabilities of the di�erent classes
 during training the MLP
was presented with an equal number of feature vectors from
each class� The best classi�cation result so far �cf� below�
was obtained with ��� prosodic features for each word	�nal
syllable and an MLP with ����� nodes in the �rst�second
hidden layer�

���� Polygrams Language Models 	LM


A certain kind of n	gram language models 	 so called poly�
grams �� 	 are used for the segmentation and classi�cation
of DAs� Polygrams are a mixture of n	grams with varying
size of n� They are superior to standard n	gram models be�
cause n can be chosen arbitrarily large and the probabilities
of higher order n	grams are interpolated by lower order ones�
The interpolation weights are optimized using the EM algo�
rithm� However
 we found that limiting n to � is su�cient
for the experiments described in this paper� In �� the DA
classi�cation results improved up to a maximum of n � �

due to a larger amount of training data�

For the segmentation of turns into DAUs we trained
LMs which model the probability for the occurrence of
a boundary after the current word given the neighboring
words
 cf� ��� For each word boundary symbol sequences
� � � wi��wi��wiviwi��wi�� � � � are considered
 where wi de�
notes the i�th word in the spoken word chain and vi is either
D or �D� During training vi is replaced by the appropriate
reference label and the n	gram probabilities are estimated
based on these symbol sequences� In the test vi is repla�
ced by D and by �D� for both resulting symbol sequences
probabilities are computed and combined with the output
activations P �vijci� of the MLP
 which are assumed to ap�
proximate probabilities�

Qvi � P �vijci�P
��� � � wi��wiviwi��wi�� � � ��

where ci is the acoustic prosodic feature vector computed for
word wi and � denotes an optimized weight� For every vi the
score Qvi is normalized to a probability�

P �vi� �
QviP

vi�fD��Dg
Qvi

Polygrams are also used for the classi�cation of the di�erent
DACs� For this purpose a separate LM is trained for each of
the �� DACs on the corresponding word sequences obtained
from the hand	segmented turns� During classi�cation a word
sequence is scored with each of these LMs� We decide for the
DAC with the highest LM probability�

���� Semantic Classi�cation Trees
	SCT


SCTs are classi�cation trees which operate on word se�
quences and are for example used for semantic concept clas�
si�cation ��� The SCTs can be viewed as rule based systems
where the rules are not hand	coded but are trained on a
text corpus� The questions �decision rules� in the nodes of
an SCT refer to regular expressions consisting of keywords
�represented by w� and non	zero gaps �represented by �����
The keywords and the speci�c rules are determined auto�
matically during the training process from the given corpus�
Only the type of rules is prede�ned� At the root of the tree
the known regular expression is ���
 representing all non	
zero symbol sequences� ��� and ��� represent the beginning
and the end of the sequence
 respectively� Questions are for�
med by replacing the known regular expression by another



classi�ed as
reference  D �D

D ��� ���� ����
�D ���� ��� ����

Table �� Confusion matrix for the recognition of DA boun�
daries with MLP�LM�

regular expression consisting of gaps and�or keywords� E�g�

the �rst question could be� �Is the already known structure
��� of the form ��w��
 i�e�
 does w appear somewhere
in the structure!�
 where w represents a speci�c keyword� A
subsequent question in the �yes� branch could than refer to
the expression ��w�w����

To avoid an over expansion of the tree
 which means that it
is totally adapted to the training corpus and therefore loses
its generality
 stopping rules are needed to end the expansion
process� These stopping rules de�ne when a node is decla�
red to be a terminal node which is then labeled with the
corresponding category from the inventory�

The rule which selects the best question or decides that the
present node should be a leaf node is based on an impurity
measure I
 where the impurity is always non	negative and
takes a maximum value for a node containing equal proporti�
ons of all possible categories
 and is zero for a node containing
only one of all possible categories� Therefore in each node
the question is chosen which maximizes "I� The node is not
split if the impurity cannot be reduced any further� Our al�
gorithm uses the Gini criterion as measure of impurity which
always lies between � and � �see ����

For growing the tree a strategy with two stages is used� First
a much too large tree is grown using a simple stopping rule

e�g�
 that each terminal node contains fewer than N items
�N close to �� or that the maximum value of "I is �� Based
on the same impurity measure the tree is then pruned up�
wards starting at the leaves using an independent data set�
Thereafter the tree is expanded on this second data set and
pruned on the �rst� This process is iterated until no change
in the tree occurs between two iterations �a prove for the
convergence of this procedure can be found in ����

�� RESULTS

���� Data

All classi�cation experiments are based on the same subsets
of the German Verbmobil spontaneous speech corpus� We
did not use English data because much more German data is
available at present and the prosody module has not yet been
adapted to English� For training �� dialogs ����� turns of ��
di�erent female and �� male speakers
 approx� ��� hours of
speech� are considered� the test set comprises �� dialogs ����
turns� of �� di�erent speakers �� female
 �� male� approx� �
hour of speech�� The training set consists of ���� and the test
set of ���� DAs� These data sets have been chosen for the re�

� acc corr del ins

���� ���� ���� ���� ���

���� ���� ���� ���� ���
���� ���� ���� ���� ����
���� ���� ���� ���� ����

���� ���� ���� ��� ����

Table �� Classi�cation results for DACs based on automa�
tically segmented word sequences�

ason of compatibility with other research in Verbmobil and
di�er from the data used for our previous DA classi�cation
experiments
 which were presented in ��� In the experiments
we distinguish between �� DACs and an additional garbage
class for constructions
 which are semantically meaningless
due to interruptions or not well recorded utterances�

���� Segmentation

For the segmentation of turns into DAUs MLPs and LMs
were used� With MLPs an average recognition rate of ����#
for D vs� �Dwas reached� The LM alone yielded in a recogni�
tion rate of ����#
 the best result �����#� could be achieved
with a combination of MLP and LM� A confusion matrix
can be found in Table �� We also tried an MLP trained on
perceptual	prosodic clause boundaries for the classi�cation
of Ds� the recognition rate of the MLP alone was slightly
better �����#�
 however the combination with the LM yiel�
ded only a recognition rate of ����#� All these results do
not take into account the end of turns which by default are
labeled as D and the classi�cation of which is trivial�

���� Classi�cation of Dialog Acts

For the classi�cation of the �� di�erent DACs based on the
hand	segmented data two methods were used� First
 a se�
mantic classi�cation tree was trained where a recognition
rate of ����# was obtained� Second
 LM classi�ers were trai�
ned as described in Section ����
 yielding a recognition rate
of ����#� In �� we improved the SCT approach by using
dialog	state dependent SCTs and achieved results compa�
rable to the ones for polygrams� We currently modify the
training algorithm and will repeat the experiments descri�
bed in the following for polygrams with SCTs�

���� Segmentation and Classi�cation of
Dialog Acts

With respect to the integration in the Verbmobil system
the DA classi�cation has to deal with automatically segmen�
ted word sequences� For the segmentation we used the com�
bination of MLP and LM as described in Section ���� The
DACs are classi�ed with the LMs� Note
 that at this stage of
our research we still work on the spoken word chain
 thereby
simulating ���# correct word recognition�

The classi�cation is conducted as follows� First
 we compute



for each word boundary the probabilities P �D� and P ��D��
Second we classify each boundary as D if P �D� � � and as
�D else� Third the word chains between each subsequent
pair of D is extracted and classi�ed with the LM into one
out of the �� DACs�

For the evaluation it has to be taken into account that DAUs
may be deleted or inserted� Therefore
 we align for each turn
the recognized sequence of DAC class symbols with the re�
ference� The alignment is performed with respect to the
minimization of the Levenshtein distance� The percentage
of correct �corr� classi�ed DACs is given together with the
percentage of deleted �del� and inserted �ins� segments in Ta�
ble �� Furthermore
 the recognition accuracy �acc� measures
the combined classi�cation and segmentation performance�
it is de�ned as ����subs�del� ins
 where subs denotes the
percentage of misclassi�ed DACs� Note
 that in this evalua�
tion a DA is considered as classi�ed correctly if it is mapped
onto the same DA category in the reference no matter if the
segment boundaries agree with the hand	segmented boun�
daries� In this context the most important numbers are the
correctly classi�ed DAs versus the insertions� In the table
results for di�erent thresholds � are given� The smaller � the
smaller the number of deleted and the larger the number of
inserted segments�

� CONCLUSION

The segmentation and classi�cation of DAs is an important
upcoming issue
 because in real dialogs a turn can consist
of more than one DA� Especially in the context of Verbmo�
bil the segmentation and classi�cation of DAs is necessary
for keeping track of the dialog history� As for the classi��
cation of DAs we compared SCTs and polygram LMs� We
expected SCTs to be better suited for the classi�cation of
DAs than LMs because the SCTs can model long	distance
dependencies to a greater extent than LMs� With the larger
training material and dialog	step dependent SCTs we pre�
viously achieved comparable results ��� We believe that for
the SCTs the amount of training data was not su�cient�

In this paper we especially showed that DAs can be relia�
bly classi�ed based on automatically detected segments� As
for the detection of the segment boundaries the best results
were achieved with the combination of an MLP classifying
acoustic	prosodic feature vectors with a polygram LM� Com�
pared with the LM alone the combination of both classi�ers
reduced the error by over ��#� Thus the prosodic informa�
tion proved to be very useful for this task� The results for
the DA classi�cation on the automatically segmented word
sequences vary depending on the number of detected seg�
ments� The best accuracy achieved is ����#� The highest
percentage of correctly classi�ed DAs is ����#� This is even
higher than the recognition rate of ����# when using the
hand	segmented data� The reason for this might be that
on the one hand most of the deleted segments are misclas�
si�ed on hand	segmented data and on the other hand the
high number of insertions increases the likelihood for a cor�

rect class being among the recognized ones� For the use in
the Verbmobil system we have to �nd a trade	o� between
correctly classi�ed DAs and inserted segments� Therefore
 it
is important to analyze how the inserted segments are clas�
si�ed and if this disturbs the task of dialog history tracking�
Additional improvement can be expected by using LMs also
for modelling the sequence of the di�erent DACs within a
turn� Furthermore
 we want to investigate if we can reduce
the number of insertions by using a rejection threshold�

Note
 that our approach can as well be used for topic spot�
ting
 especially for utterances containing topic shifts�
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